TRUCKS

Miles: __________________________ Actual Miles: □ YES □ NO

Year: __________________________

Sub-Type: □ Auto Transport Trailer □ Auto Transporter □ Boom Truck □ Bucket Truck
□ Cab And Chassis □ Cabover Automobile Transporter □ Cabover Boom Truck
□ Cabover Bucket Truck □ Cabover Cab/Chassis □ Cabover Feed Truck
□ Cabover Refuse Truck □ Cabover Roll-Off Truck □ Cabover Rollback Truck
□ Cabover Straight Truck □ Cabover Wrecker □ Cabover □ Conv. Auto Transporter
□ Conv. Boom Truck □ Conv. Bucket Truck □ Conv. Cab/Chassis □ Conv. Feed Truck
□ Conv. Fuel Truck □ Conv. Hot Shot □ Conv. Mechanics Truck
□ Conv. Petroleum Transport □ Conv. Recycling Truck □ Conv. Refuse Truck
□ Conv. Roll-Off Truck □ Conv. Rollback Truck □ Conv. Straight Truck
□ Conv. Water Truck □ Conv. Winch Truck □ Conv. Wrecker □ Conv. (non-runner)
□ Digger Derrick □ Expeditor □ Feed Truck □ Fuel Truck □ Hot Shot
□ Implement Transporter □ Mechanics Truck □ Petroleum Transport □ Recycling Truck
□ Refrigerated Cabover Straight Truck □ Refrigerated Conventional Straight Truck □ Refuse Truck
□ Roll-Off Truck □ Rollback Truck □ Service Truck □ Slag Truck □ Straight Truck
□ Transporter □ Truck □ Water Truck □ Winch Truck □ Wrecker □ Yard Hostler

□ NEW □ Make: __________________________

Model: __________________________ □ Tri-Axle □ Non-Sleeper □ Kit
□ Non-Runner

Sleeper: __________________________ □ Upper Bunk

Engine: __________________________ □ Engine Description:

Horse Power: __________________________

Engine Warranty: _________ Years _________ (000) Miles

□ Engine Brake

Transmission: __________________________

Lbs. Rear End: □ 46,000 □ 40,000 □ 38,000 □ 23,000 □ Full Locking □ _________

Axles: □ Air Lift Pusher □ Air Lift Tag □ Single □ Strible Air Lift Push Ax □ Tag

Rear End Ratio: __________________________

Suspension: □ Air Ride □ Spring □ Other: __________________________ □ DUMP VALVE

Front Axle Lbs.: □ 10k □ 11k □ 14k □ 14.5k □ 14.6k □ 16k □ 18k □ 20k
□ 22k □ 23k □ 8k □ 20k □ 22k □ 23k □ 8k □ 8.5k □ 9k